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-

Amount of earned revenue and a general financial result of an enterprise are an 
-

ing capacity sufficient level. Amount of revenue and profit in some way plays the 
role of a derivative factor, as their full size depends greatly on a character of cash 
flows dynamics.

 It is a well-
known fact that finances are used not only to provide an enterprise operating 

, . That is why the 
existence in an enterprise of enough amount of finances actually guarantees the ex-
pediency of  
enterprise.

Flow of funds vividly reflects a character and activity specifics of a 
entity. Disregard of estimation and optimization of cash flows may cause activity 
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randomness, strategic development insufficiency 
promptitude in payment. 

 Existing great revenue of an enterprise with small cash flows and their update 
rate lead to worsening of a  entity financial soundness, while efficient use of 

 causes increasing of finances earnings. In other words, well-formed 
cash flows provide an enterprise finances addition. Taking into account the -
mentioned, cash flows analysis is an important area of an enterprise analytical work.

enterprise value is widely stressed in researches of native and foreign scientists. 

cash flows comes from John Williams in his work “The Theory of Investment Value” 

of something is related to its future cash flows” in the work “The Worth of Life 

Current studies of cash flows essence together with their influence on an enterprise 
earnings and value are in process. In particular, Mark L. DeFond and Mingyi Hung 

M. Hung, 2001]. Victoria Dickinson, connecting cash flow patterns with lifecycle 
stages of an enterprise, stresses the importance of their study for the analysis and 

-
ing macroeconomic tendencies, mentioned that an enterprise market value depends 

M. Platt, 2010]. Instead Stephen H. Penman and Theodore Sougiannis studied the 
-

man, T. Sougiannis, 1995]. 
Diverse studies of cash flows allow to claim that they are an important modern 

instrument in an enterprise activity assessment, so further investigations in this field 

sources concerning cash flows in Ukrainian enterprises and finding such a method that 
could help to fundamentally assess enterprise activity results and to refer management 
efforts to an immediate achievement of current and strategic goals of an enterprise.

1. 

Processes of a modern economic activity prove the dependence of an enterprise 
 to form cash flows. That is why the aim of cash flows 

analysis is estimation of an enterprise  to generate finances in the amount 
and terms important to make planned payments, promote effective management of 
an enterprise cash flows allowing to provide financial enterprise of an enterprise, 
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, provide acceleration of ratio of capital turnover, 
 and financial insolvency risk.

The main tasks of cash flows analysis are as follows
1. Study amount and sources of finances entering an enterprise.
2. Study main directions of finances spendings.
3. Analysis of cash flows according to types of an enterprise activity. 
4. Analysis of net worth sufficiency for performing other usual activities.
5. Analysis  revenue and change in cash. 
6. Achieve financial optimization.
To achieve set goals analysts must find actual information 

spending of finances from different accounting sources. 
The main source of information according to enterprise cash flows is the Cash 

flow report. It shows entering and disposal of finances during an accounting period as 
a result of operational, investing and financial activity and is itself the form showing 

activity. According to National Accounting Regulation Regulation no. 73,  
07th, 2013], starting in 2013 enterprises are  to choose the method of drawing up 
a Cash flows report in one of the following forms form Cash flows report 
according to the direct method or form Cash flows report (according to 
the indirect method , 
for operative goals.

In a contracted form the information as to the finances is shown in form no. 1 
 (Financial state report where the line 

devoted to it. Such information must  entered as to a certain date and shows only 
  

its dynamics.
In the sixth section Comments to Annual Accounting Statements form no. 5 of 

an annual accounting statement there is information  an enterprise finances at 
the end of a financial period, still, the given information is momental, 
devided into .

forms is often insufficient to define the essence of enterprise principles of cash receipts 

it often helps to discover true reasons for existing fluctuations. So one should use 
-

porting documents during a fundamental analysis of cash flows of an enterprise  

The analysis of main accounting sources shows that  of an enterprise cash 
flows analysis  on a fixed date and amount of 
receipt and payment finances.
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Supportive acounting records  

Cash-in-hand flow 

 

Cash receipt and cash payment 
vouchers, register and sales receipts, 
cash book, payroll records, paying in 

books, ledger of income and 
expenditure, Register 1,  

Analytical accounting sheet 1.1 

 
Bank statements, clearing house 

cheques, payment transaction 
confirmations, payment request 

orders,payment requests, letters of 
credit, drafts, Register 1,  

Analytical accounting sheet 1.2 

Cash wire movements 

Fig.1. Documentation of currency and non-currency assets of an enterprise

2. 

Cash flows analysis is usually made to meet needs of owners and shareholders, 
managers of an enterprise functional and structural operations, as well as external 
users of information ( Direct internal cash flows analy-
sis performers can  enterprise analysts or other employees of commercial entities 
gathering necessary information according to the set tasks, and make an assessment 
of an enterprise cash flows using analysis methods.

The main stages of the analysis methods are as follows
1.  Comparative analysis of dynamics of an enterprise cash flows total value 

with accession rate of an enterprise assets, volume of output, or realization of 
products. This analysis allows to  principles of forming and use of an 
enterprise’s finances with peculiarities of financial and economical activity. 

2.  Analysis of cash flows dynamics.  
estimation  using a direct method or an indirect one.

While estimating cash flows using a direct method the total amount of finances 
overall surplus during the whole investigation period is studied, and also which income 

 the following surplus. Thanks to this 
estimation method, total amounts of finances income  and retirements are 
either reflected in accordance with their appearance in an enterprise or are grouped 
according to income  and retirements categories. Such an approach allows 
to define, among total amount of  
and periodicity, and among retirements – the most extravagant. 
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 1. Analysis of dynamics of an enterprise cash flows total value 

Indications
Previous 
period

Current 
period

Fluctuations

amount rate of 
change

   1. Net cash flow during an accounting period

   1.1. Cash flow as a result of operational activity

   1.2. Cash flow as a result of investment activity

   1.3. Cash flow as a result of financial activity

   2. Mid-year value of an enterprise is assets

   3.  Profit (earnings from commercialization  
during an accounting period

In  2 the method of analysis of cash flows as a result of operational activity 
according to the direct method is shown, although analysis of cash flows as results 

.

nalysis of an enterprise is cash flows as a result of operational  
activity according to the direct method

Indications
Previous 
period

Current 
period

Fluctuations

amount rate of 
change

1. 

1.1.  demanders

in

in

…

2. Finances spent, total

2.1.  suppliers

in  

2.2. Paying wages

in  

… 
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Using a detailed analysis one should divide the following stage into 4 main steps, 

 dynamics of amount of a positive cash flow forming in terms of several sources 
is studied,  and  of  is determined; rates of change 
of assets, production output and commercialization are compared with rates 
of change of a positive cash flow;  
from internal and external sources is estimated; dependence of an enterprise 
development on external financial sources is studied;
 dynamics of a negative cash flow forming, its periodicity, as well as cash flow 
structure according to directions cash flow spending is studied; directions of 
spending of , prompti-
tude of ;

  total positive and negative cash flow is studied; cash flow 
according to level of amount sufficiency (redundant or deficient is estimated; 
dynamics of net cash flow rate as an important rate of an enterprise activity 
and indicator , net cash flow 

;
 simultaneity of positive and negative cash flow forming in terms of separate 
intervals of an accounting period is studied; dynamics of surplus of an enter-
prise finances showing level of such a simultaneity and providing full paying 
capacity is studied. In the process of investigation of synchrony of different 

terms of separate intervals of a studying period is studied. Such a rate allows for 
correlation of the amount of a positive cash flow in general with a negative one.

-

an enterprise. 
To avoid such a defect the indirect method of cash flows estimation is used. The 

have a satisfactory paying capacity level.
At the indirect analysis method a financial result turns into finances amount due 

to a current activity during a certain period 1.
While analyzing cash flows with an indirect .
According to the data from the -mentioned  one may study the cor-

relation   finances surplus 
due to an operational activity of an enterprise. 

1  O.V.Pavlovs’ka and others, 2002, 
pp. 167–168.
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nalysis of enterprise cash flows due to operational activity using the indirect method

Indications

Previous period Current period Cash flow fluctua-
tion according to 
the amount

receiv- expen-
diture

receiv- expen-
diture

1. 
activity 

2. 

mortization of capital assets X X

increase (decrease of cover funds

negative profit (profit from unrealized 
exchange differencies

negative profit (profit from nonopera-
tional activity and other non-monetary 
transactions

3.Decrease (increase  of floating assets

4. Increase (decrease of current engage-
ments

5. Finances from operational activity

6. Paid income tax X X

Net cash flow from operational activity, 
total

The -mentioned approaches thus allow to state that to estimate cash flows 
of an enterprise, -
ods. The difference  these methods is a different  of procedures of 
determination of cash flows amount as a result of a current activity, although these 
data are very important for analytical procedures.

3.  The rating system of cash flows efficiency is studied. The following stage of 
-

portunity to  .
The main estimating indications are cash flow analysis ratio, indications of cash 

flow cost efficiency (ratio of cost efficiency of a positive cash flow, cost efficiency 
of  and net cash flow cost efficiency ratio of net cash 
flow sufficiency and ratio of 2.

2 ethod of estimation and derivations mechanism is shown in R. V. Fedorovych and others, 2001, pp. 
92–93.
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4.  Forecasting of cash flows for a next period. Cash flows forecasting is a high-
light of analysis providing approximation of managerial decisions for current 
and long-run exigencies. Cash flows forecasting is the first stage in cash flows 
planning for a next period. This analysis stage gives us the opportunity to pro-
vide efficiency 

and completeness of covering of exigencies of an enterprise in finances etc.
5.  Conclusions and suggestions to study alternatives of managerial decisions. On 

the  of a retrospective and forecasting analysis of cash flows regularity 
and character of an enterprise cash flows can  examined, closed and guid-
ing links are studied. Working on the latter ones helps to form alternatives for 
activity in order to optimize cash flows. 

3. 

In order to raise efficiency of formation and use of an enterprise is cash flows in 
the next period one should regularly optimize them.

The main aims of cash flows optimization are
 of cash flows amounts;

providing of synchrony of cash flows formation in time;
providing of net cash flow growth;
providing of commercially  .

  and misconduct of synchrony of cash flows forma-
tion in time are dangerous for an enterprise. Such fluctuations lead to either exces-
sive or scarce cash flows. An excessive cash flow causes redundant finances, while 
a scarce one – their deficiency.

To avoid negative  of such a  influence one should opti-
mize cash flows of an enterprise; , 
during which optimization is planned.

During optimization of a scarce cash flow in a short term one must look through 
a current amount of orderings,  direct economic contacts with suppliers; 
decrease the amount of transport and procurement expenses via use of own transport 
and cooperation with suppliers  closer to a producer; sell  commod-
ity stocks and supplies; start carrying out actions; change a pricing policy as to sold 
products; change conditions of granting a commodity loan; change forms of selling 
products on credit; increase a payment transaction fraction during settlement with 

; accelerate encashment .
In a long-run period the main ways to optimize scarce cash flow are as follows to 

entice strategic investors in order to increase capital; additional issuance of shares; to 
 long-term financial credits; to sell parts of (or the whole amount of financial 

investing instruments; to sell (or rent the main installments not in use; to implement 
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new less material nergy- and work-intensive technologies; to implement conveying 
processing methods; ; to 
enter into contracts for long-term catering etc.

 an excessive cash flow influence 
according to optimization periods.

purchasing of capital assets that need a renewal (those that use modern technologies 

meet needs of an operational activity; advanced repayment of credit etc.
While optimizing an excessive cash flow in a long-term period one should con-

duct diversification of production; increase portfolio; expand products  
areas; accelerate periods of development and 

; expand  and investment schemes via increase of amount 
and scheme of operating and fixed assets, expand an investment portfolio that allows 

an investment one. 
The -mentioned approaches to cash flows optimization not only influence 

dynamics of a positive and negative cash flow forming,  also help to rationally 
use finances surplus and increase of cash flow as a result of a successfully conducted 
optimization of a positive cash flow and a negative one. Still, while making manage-
rial decisions concerning optimization of  deficient and excessive cash flows one 
should study, how exactly the used mechanisms may influence an enterprise value 

-
ment. Its precise and 360-degree evaluation encourages an enterprise to achieve set 
current and strategic goals and helps in forming the positive financial results. The 
given method of cash flow analysis provides the opportunity to evaluate the enter-

importance of the additional financial resources application, in advance or rationally 

1. Financial Management. Course of Study, Nika-Centre, Kiev 1999.
2. DeFond Mark L., Hung M., An Empirical Analysis of Analysts’ Cash Flow Forecasts
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3. Dickinson V., Cash Flow Patterns as a Proxy for Firm Life Cycle, 2010, 
 

4. Fedorovych R.V., Zahorodna O.M., Seredyns’ka V.M., Financial Analysis. Study Guide, ernopil’ 
National Economic University, ernopil’, 2001.

5. General requirements to fiscal accounting
th

6. Pavlovs’ka O.V., Prytuliak N.M., Nevmerzhyts’ka N.Y., Financial Analysis: Study Guide for Self 
-studying of the Discipline, Kyiv National Economic University, Kyiv 2002.

7. Penman Stephen H., Sougiannis T., A Comparison of Dividend, Cash Flow, and Earnings Approaches 
to Equity Valuation

8. Platt H., Demirkan S., Platt M., Free Cash Flow, Enterprise Value, and Investor Caution, 2010, 

9. Podol’s’ka V.O., Yarish O.V., Financial Analysis: Study Guide
10. Williams J., The Theory of Investment Value, 

and 360-degree evaluation encourages an enterprise to achieve set current and strategic goals and helps 
in forming the positive financial results. The given method of cash flow analysis gives the opportunity 

temporarily monetary assets surplus in order to optimize activities.
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